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Connecticut Bail Bond System Study Scope  

Introduction 

Every time a person is arrested, justice system authorities must decide whether to release or detain that 

person before trial. These decisions balance the defendant’s constitutional liberty interest with the 

important governmental goals of ensuring the defendant’s good behavior during the pretrial period and 

the defendant’s return to court. Pretrial judicial decisions regarding the release or detention of the 

accused can have enormous consequences on the safety of the community, the integrity of the judicial 

process, the utilization of the criminal justice resources. 

In recent years, there has been a confluence of historical, legal, and pretrial research encouraging states 

to change their policies, practices, and laws to reflect what has been termed “legal and evidence-based 

practices” at bail. States that have studied this topic in depth have uniformly concluded that certain 

remedies are necessary to address what is, essentially, the fundamental question in the country today 

with regard to “bail” and “no bail”: Are we releasing and detaining the wrong people? 1 

More specifically, the constitutional and statutory law broadly requires states to release most 

defendants pretrial, but it nonetheless allows states to detain a much smaller percentage of those 

defendants who cannot be effectively managed in the community. Within those boundaries, states can 

determine for themselves which defendants should be released and which should be detained. 

Moreover, the law allows for two constitutionally valid purposes for limiting or conditioning pretrial 

freedom: to secure the court appearance of the accused and public safety. States can use a variety of 

methods to achieve those purposes. 

There is a question as to whether some of those incarcerated pretrial individuals present a substantial 

risk of failure to appear in court or a threat to public safety, or whether they simply lack the financial 

means to be released. Despite the presumption of innocence, some individuals may warrant pretrial 

detention because of the risk of flight or threat to public safety if released. However, some defendants 

with financial means may be released despite a risk of flight or threat to public safety. These defendants 

have the ability to post bond with the use of the bond system.  

Pretrial release mitigates the collateral consequences of spending weeks or months awaiting trial or plea 

agreement. Incarceration can result in job loss and disintegrated social relationships, which in turn may 

increase the likelihood of reoffending upon release.  

                                                           
1 The term “bail” is defined differently by different jurisdictions. The definition most conforming to the English and 
American history of bail as well as the laws that have grown around that history (including U.S. Supreme Court 
language), however, equates “bail” with release or a process of conditional release, and “no bail” with detention or 
a process of detention. See Timothy R. Schnacke, Fundamentals of Bail, A Resource Guide for Pretrial Practitioners 
and a Framework for American Pretrial Reform (NIC 2014).  
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The challenge of the pretrial justice system is to effectively balance the presumption of innocence, the 

assignment of the least restrictive intervention for defendants, and the need to ensure community 

safety.  

Pretrial Legal Foundation  

 Presumption of Innocence – A fundamental principal of U.S. Criminal Law is that defendants 
accused of a crime are presumed to be innocent until convicted2  
 

 Right to Counsel – A defendant has a right under the Sixth Amendment to assistance of counsel 

for his or her defense. The U.S. Supreme Court has held that “a criminal defendant’s initial 

appearance before a judicial officer, where he learns the charge against him and the liberty is 

subject to restriction, marks the start of adversary judicial proceedings that trigger attachment 

of the Sixth Amendment right to counsel.”3 

 

 Right against Self-Incrimination – Under the Fifth Amendment applicable to the states through 

the Fourteenth Amendment, no person “shall be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a 

witness against himself…”  

 

 Right to Due Process of Law – The Fifth Amendment provides that “No person shall be 

…deprived of life, liberty, or a property without due process of law.” The Fourteenth 

Amendment places the same restrictions on the states.  

 

 Right to Equal Protection under the Law – Under the Fourteenth Amendment, no state shall 

“deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”  

 

 Right to Bail that is not Excessive- The Eighth Amendment provides that “excessive bail shall not 

be required,” when bail is granted. The Eighth Amendment does not guarantee the right to bail 

as it is silent in regard to the initial determination of whether to grant bail at all. 

 

 Connecticut State Constitution - Article First, §8, of the Connecticut State Constitution provides: 

“In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall have a right…to be released on bail upon 

sufficient security, except in capital offenses, where the proof is evident or the presumption 

great…” 

  

                                                           
2 “The principle that there is a presumption of innocence in favor of the accused is the undoubted law, axiomatic 
and elementary, and its enforcement lies at the foundation of the administration of our criminal law.” Coffin v. 
United States, 156 U.S. 432, 453 (1895) 
3 United States v. Gouveia, 467 U.S. 180, 188 (1984) 
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Pretrial Decision-Making in Connecticut  

In Connecticut, the purpose of bail is twofold. First, bail serves to ensure that the accused will stand trial 

and submit to sentencing if found guilty. Second, bail serves to ensure the accused’s good behavior 

upon release.  

Multiple criminal justice entities play a role in the decision to release or detain a defendant before trial. 

In Connecticut, bail is set by the police, a bail commissioner or intake assessment and referral specialist 

(bail staff), and judges of the superior court. Police officers set bail at the time of arrest and are required 

to notify bail staff when a defendant cannot post the bond amount that they set. Bail staff then conduct 

an interview to get personal information from the defendant and review the bond amount set by the 

police. Bail staff may increase or decrease the amount set by the police.   

In order to post a bond, a defendant can either post the full cash value or contract with a licensed bail 

bondsman or a commercial bond company that posts a defendant’s bail for a fee. Other types of bond 

mechanisms include a real estate bond and 10% cash bail where the defendants pay 10% cash to the 

court and get that amount back at the conclusion of the proceedings. Bail may be posted at a police 

department where a defendant is locked up, at a courthouse or at a correctional facility where the 

defendant is being held.  

Bail staff use a set of specific factors based on a validated risk instrument to decide what type and how 

much bond should be posted.4 These factors are called “weighted release criteria” and include factors 

such as, (1) the nature and circumstances of the offense; (2) prior convictions; (3) prior failure to appear 

in court; (4) employment record; (5) financial resources, character, and mental condition; (6) the 

defendant’s family ties; and (7) community ties.  

The bail commissioner or the court may impose nonfinancial conditions of release, which may require 

that the defendant to do any of the following: remain under the supervision of a designated person or 

organization; comply with restrictions on the person’s travel, people they associate with or where they 

live; not engage in specified activities, including the use or possession of a dangerous weapon, an 

intoxicant or controlled substance; avoid all contact with the alleged victim of the crime or with a 

potential witness who may testify about the offense; or satisfy any other condition that is reasonably 

necessary to assure that the person comes to court. 

If a defendant violates the conditions of release, he or she can be charged with a new crime or the bond 

can be modified or revoked by the court and a new bond imposed. 

If the released defendant misses his or her court date, a judge may order a failure to appear warrant for 

that defendant’s arrest or the issuance of a bail commissioner’s letter with a new court date. 

After every arraignment when the defendant is incarcerated because he or she cannot post bond, jail re-

interview staff review every bond less than $100,000 within 5 days. Jail re-interview is a program 

designed to help pretrial offenders who have not posted bond. As a result of a re-interview, the amount 

                                                           
4 Connecticut’s risk assessment instrument was revalidated in 2015.  
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of the bond or the conditions of release may be modified. The jail re-interview staff may also refer 

offenders for treatment. These treatment plans are presented at the defendant’s next date through the 

bond modification process.  

Existing Research on Pretrial Decision-Making  

Pretrial research is critical in informing decision-makers what works to maximize release while 

simultaneously ensuring a defendant’s good behavior during the pretrial period and court appearances. 

Several publications go into great detail about the historical and legal foundations of pretrial justice and 

the current practices being implemented across the country.5 

Improving bail administration and pretrial decision-making are topics that have been consistently 

addressed in the academic literature since the 1950s. This research has typically focused on the effects 

of pretrial detention on subsequent trial outcomes; the factors that influence bail decisions; and the 

factors that suggest failure to appear or reoffending while the client is out on bail.  

Research on pretrial risk assessment and supervised pretrial intervention and other conditions of 

pretrial release is a body of literature that is still developing. Recently, pretrial risk assessment 

instruments have been developed and tested in different jurisdictions across the country. Researchers 

have also attempted to determine to what extent, if any, secured monetary forms of pretrial release 

improve the likelihood of court appearance and ensuring a defendant’s good behavior during the 

pretrial period over non-monetary forms of pretrial release.  

Governor’s Request for the Bail Study 

On November 5, 2015, Governor Dannel Malloy wrote a letter to the Connecticut Sentencing 
Commission requesting a study of “Connecticut’s current bail bond system and the possibility of its 
reform.”  
 
The Governor asked the Commission to focus on the non-violent, low level pretrial population.  These 
defendants may be incarcerated not because they are dangerous or a flight risk, but simply because they 
do not have the financial resources to post bond. Nevertheless, in asking the Commission to examine 
bail systems and reform efforts in other American jurisdictions, the Governor also requested that the 
Commission provide “an analysis of potential ways Connecticut can focus pretrial incarceration efforts 
on individuals who are dangerous and/or a flight risk, as well as ways to reduce ‘bail inflation’” in the 
state.  Thus, the request covers both “bail” and “no bail” – detention and release– and therefore 
provides an excellent opportunity for Connecticut to thoroughly and thoughtfully examine the current 
state of pretrial justice system. 
 

The letter concludes by asking the Commission to let the Governor’s office know by January 15, 2016, 

how soon the Commission could provide recommendations on the raised topics.   

 

                                                           
5 See Federal Journal (September 2007) Volume 71, Number 2, Special Issue on the 25th Anniversary of Pretrial 
Services in the Federal System.  See also the Pretrial Justice Institute’s webpage on the history of bail: 
http://www.pretrial.org/pages/history-of-bail.aspx.   

http://www.pretrial.org/pages/history-of-bail.aspx
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Areas of Analysis 

This Study will: 

 Analyze Connecticut’s and other states’ laws and practices in the pretrial justice system. 

 Collaborate with experts and professionals in pretrial justice systems at the state and national 

levels. 

 Examine pretrial risk assessment tools in Connecticut and other states. 

 Identify factors that are predictive of pretrial misconduct including failure to appear (FTA), 

rearrests and danger to the community. 

 Use data to determine whether certain factors presented by pretrial population may justify 

broader pretrial release. 

 Explore the tool of preventative detention and its connection to ensuring a defendant’s good 

behavior during the pretrial period 

 Examine the link between use of money bail and ensuring a defendant’s good behavior during 

the pretrial period 

 Examine potential racial disparity in the application of bail and detention. 

 If warranted, propose revisions to support risk-based release and to ensure that non-financial 

release alternatives are available where appropriate.  

Successful Model for Study 

States that have made successful strides toward improving their release and detention systems appear 

to be following a single pattern. First, those states bring together criminal justice leaders into a group 

with statewide representation and influence to begin the analysis. Creating such a group follows well-

known criminal justice research and literature going back decades and consistently illustrating the best 

way to make improvements to criminal justice practices, which is to follow a “systems approach.” A 

systems approach recognizes that the various agencies and levels of government, while autonomous, 

are nonetheless linked in many ways, where one agency’s activities can affect other agencies within 

criminal justice system. Included in the broader system, of course, is the pretrial justice system, which 

involves interactions among police and other law enforcement entities, jail staff, pretrial services agency 

personnel, general government leaders, court staff, prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, and even 

local treatment providers. The Sentencing Commission is ideally positioned to create such a study group 

with its broad membership representing all the major criminal justices agencies in the state.  

Second, that group typically undertakes a period of intense education, focusing on the topics needed to 

make intelligent recommendations for reform. The education process involves several aspects that bail 

scholars have concluded are necessary to fully understand the issues. They include:  

(1) the need for reform (as suggested above, research and education will help the study group 

discover its most pressing issues, which may be unique to Connecticut);  

(2) the history of release and detention, a topic that is crucial for understanding bail reform 

generally in addition to discreet bail issues, such as those highlighted in the recent Connecticut 

Supreme Court opinion in State v. Anderson, 319 Conn. 288 (2015). 
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(3) federal and state pretrial legal foundations, which include the presumption of innocence; due 

process, the right to non-excessive bail,  counsel, and equal protection; the freedom from 

compulsory self-incrimination; individualization; and the right to bail itself (a complete legal 

analysis involves comparing fundamental legal principles of national application with the various 

elements of the state’s legal “mix,” including its constitutional bail provisions, statutes, court 

rules, and case law);  

(4) the pretrial research, which includes the most recent research on risk assessment and risk 

mitigation; and  

(5) the national best practice standards for pretrial release and detention.  

All of these foundational aspects of pretrial release and detention are studied together with research on 

policies and practices currently used in Connecticut. Not surprisingly, this study may point to the need 

for a completely different focus from the one in another state. For example, after individual studies in 

three different jurisdictions, one jurisdiction might find that law enforcement arrest and citation 

practices need particular attention; another may find an acute need to incorporate a statistically derived 

risk assessment instrument; still another may focus on the use of money as a condition of release. 

Although some aspects of “bail reform” are universal, much of what must be done is recognized only 

after some period of education and study of a particular state’s various needs. Because of increased 

attention, research and literature recently focused on pretrial release and detention, we can expect to 

complete a comprehensive study of this issue in a matter of months.  Nevertheless, as in other states, 

specific attention will most assuredly be devoted to assessing Connecticut’s specific legal and practical 

infrastructure for application to its law enforcement and judicial evidence-based practices. The study 

will include a review of pretrial risk assessments and whether differential supervision is done in fair, 

effective, and nondiscriminatory ways.  

Third, once this period of education is complete, the group typically puts forth findings and 

recommendations for making changes to (or maintaining current) policies, practices, and statutes. 

Project Timeline 

Following the model used by other states, we can predict with some confidence that once the study 

group is created, it will likely be able to make substantial recommendations within approximately one 

year, completing its work before the beginning of the 2017 legislative session. The Commission will 

utilize technical assistance from the National Institute of Corrections (NIC), an agency within the U.S. 

Department of Justice, and will collaborate with other state and national stakeholders to complete the 

study.  

January – February 2016: Present study scope to the Sentencing Commission, the Governor’s office and 

legislative leaders.  

February – June 2016: With the technical assistance of the National Institute of Corrections, establish 

multi-disciplinary Sentencing Commission pretrial working group, conduct a legal analysis of 

Connecticut’s bail laws, compile background information; review current pretrial justice system and 

agency functions, conduct interviews with agency staff, commercially licensed bail bondsmen, bail 
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enforcement agents, and pre-trial defendants; examine systems and reform efforts in other states.; 

increase the capacity of  justice system stakeholders to make legal and evidence-based pretrial release 

and detention decisions. 

March 2016: The National Institute of Corrections will present on bail at the Sentencing Commission 

meeting. NIC presentation will include the nature and scope of their technical assistance to support the 

bail bond system study.  

April-May:  The National Institute of Corrections works with the Sentencing Commission pretrial working 

group to develop an in-depth action plan which will be the guide to reach the goals of the Connecticut 

Bail Study. 

May – October 2016: With the technical assistance of the National Institute of Corrections, conduct 

analyses using information gathered from pretrial system and agency functions, utilization of on bonds, 

relationship of money to defendant detention.  

November – December 2016: Compile findings and recommendation to the Sentencing Commission. 

December 2017: Sentencing Commission vote on the recommendations. Submit a report to the 

Governor and the legislature. 

 


